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00:00:21 
Heather: Welcome to That's a Hard No. The podcast about saying no and setting boundaries 

00:00:26 
Sarah: so you can become the authentic and empowered you that this world needs. 

00:00:31 
Heather: Before we start, a quick reminder: 

00:00:34 
Sarah: While I am a licensed professional clinical counselor, this podcast is in no way a 

replacement for one on one therapy with a mental health professional. If you notice the 

content in this podcast triggers you, visit our website, hardnopodcast.com for mental health 

resources and other helpful links. 

00:00:55 
Heather: In season two of That's a Hard No we are making it a priority to dig deeper into the 

process of finding and utilizing the help you may need. We want to take the time to discuss 

with our in-house expert, Sarah Saunders, what to expect from therapy and all its intricacies 

Hi Sarah. so we've. 

00:01:23 
Sarah: Hi Heather! 

00:01:23 
Heather: So we've talked about when to recognize when you need therapy and how to find 

the right therapist, as well as a few other issues relating to the therapy process but what 

about medications? When are they appropriate as part of a mental health plan? I know 

we've we've joked on the podcast a couple of times, you know "pills don't teach skills "and I 

want to be sensitive about them because you know a lot of people are helped by 

medication. I mean I personally take antidepressants and they've helped me with a number 

of things, some physical, some mental health wise. So, what can you tell us about 

medications and how they fit into a therapy plan? 

00:02:04 

Sarah: This is such a great question Heather and i'm glad we're having this conversation. I do 

want to start out by saying that I am not an expert when it comes to medications, but I do 

want to be open to this conversation because it is really important. In the therapeutic work 

that I do personally and professionally I view each person as a whole person, and what I 

mean by that is when I'm working with an individual I really like to understand them from a 

systemic perspective, really figuring out the cause of things, and so I'm looking at their 

upbringing, their current state that they're in and then what their hope is, how they want to 

feel in the future, and so it's really important for true change to happen that we understand, 

like I had mentioned, the root cause and what is preventing someone to get to that place. 

And so, as I mentioned, I am not an expert when it comes to medication. I don't prescribe 

medication. You need to be working with a primary care physician or a psychiatrist if 

medication is something that you're looking for. But whether it's medication, therapy or a 

mix of the two, it really depends on your unique circumstances and preferences, and the 
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biggest thing that I want people to really understand is how to advocate for themselves 

when it comes to seeking the help that they desire. So for you, Heather, if you don't mind 

sharing what got you to a place, that medication was something that was part of your 

treatment plan? 

00:04:00 
Heather: Well, in my case I have some physical symptoms and I know they're related to 

stress and burn out and stuff. So I have some GI issues. I also have fibromyalgia and have 

sleep issues and so on. There are antidepressants that deal with nerve pain and so that's 

part of the stomach and the fibro stuff, and there are some antidepressants that help us 

sleep and so they don't hurt in the emotional regulation either. Right I get sort of the side 

benefit, but for me a lot of my pain symptoms I know are related to stress and burnout and 

things like that, and so they are part of my plan, as well as exercise and nutrition and other 

things, to sort of regulate those, I guess go physical manifestations of stress right. So, and I 

do that you know I have. I have therapists, have my primary care provider, you know 

prescribes the medication. So, but in the past I had much more serious situations, mental 

health wise, and I was on medications with help of a psychiatrist. 

00:05:11 
Sarah: And I'm so glad that what you're doing is working for you, and I think that that's the 

biggest key is that you know yourself best. What I will say is: research generally shows that 

psychotherapy when it comes to specific mental health illnesses, and this is not. These, are 

extreme, severe, like psychosis, but this is just. you know, you're kind of your mental health 

struggles that you're going through, that psychotherapy is more effective than medication. 

However, if a person is not making progress in therapy and they're not noticing any changes 

after shifting some of their lifestyle changes, you know, like you had mentioned, we talk a lot 

about movement and that self-care working on our nutrition, being more mindful to things. 

If those things are not changing how you're feeling, that would be a really great time to 

invite the conversation of medicine. It's also important to be very aware that when we are 

talking to medical professionals, it's not to blame, shame, judge or minimize, but just to 

acknowledge we can share a few symptoms that we're having an, and medical professionals 

are quick to write a script for something, and so I think it's important to be mindful of asking 

the right questions, making sure that we're doing our research, understanding side-effects 

really being aware of also your upbringing, and are there any genetic factors that could play 

into this? Does this type of medication...have loved ones used this in the past? really 

recognizing how your body feels? There's so many times that I have people come into my 

space and they'll share. You know my doctor had written me a script for this and I've been 

on it and I just don't feel like myself. I'm noticing that there are certain side-effects that I'm 

dealing with, and so I think it's important to really understand your baseline and know. Is 

this helping or is it not? Which I know is, is difficult, because sometimes when we go in to 

seek help, we're at, you know, a high temperature, our emotions are heightened and it's 

difficult for us to make some of those decisions. I think the other big piece is to really make 

sure that you're talking to all the providers are communicating, and so, as we do say, and we 

say this gently and respectfully, pills don't teach skills, and so for me, medication 

management is really important to make sure that if a person does need a medication to 
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help with chemical inbalances or to help them be able to utilize the tools that we're working 

on in therapy, it's really important again that everybody's communicating together and then 

noting that there are sometimes that, based on big seasons wherein high stress situations, 

we can use a medication temporarily and then, wean off of that, when we start to learn 

things that serve us better. But it's not a one size fits all approach. It's really based on the 

individual. 

00:08:51 
Heather: Yeah, I mean in my experience when I was in sort of the worst crisis mode which 

got me into therapy really in the first place I was kind of, I was in a crisis and so medication 

was important, but I still had to do the work. I still, I mean, I went to therapy for like nine 

years and you know it's you have to do the work and but sometimes for some people the 

medication, I think, helps them get to a place where they can do that and they can function 

in their daily life. I mean, I think part of it is, you know, are you able to function? Are you 

able to do the work? And yeah, it's tough, it's it's it's hard because there's a stigma to it, you 

know, and there shouldn't be. In my opinion it should you know. But I do also agree and 

acknowledge that, like you need your different health providers to be speaking to each 

other. I know that in my case right now, with my cancer specialists and my primary care, like 

they're all kind of in my chart and talking to each other and and it's important to me that 

they all know what's going on. 

00:10:01 
Sarah: Absolutely, and I also think it's important, just like we talk about in therapy, that you 

have to shop around all right same with medications, and so we have to really figure out, 

although, yes, there are, you'll share with a psychiatrist or with your primary care physician 

what some of your symptoms are. They may suggest a certain medication and again, that 

may not work well with your body, and so I think it's really important that people keep an 

open mind when it comes to medication, that understanding. You know this isn't serving me 

the way that I need it to, giving yourself permission to change it up and also knowing that 

that it is a process, it's not that quick fixes, and this is also another plug that for people that 

don't have a primary care physician, I would really encourage you to take time to find 

someone that you can go to for those annual checkups and just to have in your pocket in a 

way that if medication is something because psychiatrists can book up there, their weight 

list can be really long. Your primary care physician can help with this, and I do feel that more 

primary care physicians are asking some deeper questions, but also going back to that, 

advocating for yourself, really making sure that you feel seen and heard and validated, and 

and that your you know what your options are is really important. 

00:11:50 

Heather: And just to back you up on one of the things you said: you know when different 

phases of my life, when they prescribe different antidepressants, there were some that 

made me feel worse. There were some that gave me intrusive thoughts that were scary! 

That was like that's a weird thought. I don't want to take this anymore, so you really. You 

have to be very present in your body and and pay attention to, is this? Is this making me feel 

better or worse? Is what's you know? Do the cost-benefit analysis? You know? Is this 
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improving things or adding new things that I don't like? So it's important to really advocate 

for yourself. As you said, go back to the doctor, tell him when it isn't working, you know. 

00:12:34 
Sarah: And that's where I think medication management is so important. And when I say 

medication management it means you know working with a therapist as well, because it's 

the therapist's responsibility to also ask those questions and to check in. So clients that I 

work with that are on medication, you know we talk about, you know how do you feel when 

you take it. Can you tell if you don't take it? Are you know talking about those intrusive 

thoughts? Also, you know, especially with antidepressant or even stimulants, it's important 

to know. You know, are you drinking with this medication? You know, are there times that 

that you know it could, these side-effects could intensify, and so that is something through 

therapy that you can continue to check-in about and that a therapist will help you. You 

know, work through and identify if this medication is is a good fit. 

00:13:37 

Heather: That's good to know. Yeah! Now that you say that, in honest, i'm realizing my 

therapist did that, but I didn't know that's what they were doing. That's funny. Well. Once 

again, Sarah, great information. I love this series that we're doing. I think you know. I think it 

will be helpful for a lot of people I know I'm learning a lot about the process. So hopefully 

there will be others who are learning new things and hopefully, you know, finally taking 

advantage of this information and getting the help they need. So thank you for that. 

00:14:09 

Sarah: Of course it's my pleasure. 

00:14:12 
Heather: And our next minisode we'll discuss when therapy might not be an option. 

00:14:16 

Sarah: Yes, I hope to provide more information for all of you in that minisode. So thank you 

guys so much for listening. 

00:14:25 

Heather: Bye! 

00:14:25 
Sarah: Bye! 

 


